
Technology to support a more collaborative 
hospital workforce
At Olinqua, we believe connected hospitals create more meaningful outcomes for everyone.

That is why our hospital collaboration technology seamlessly facilitates the myriad of day-to-day 

information exchanges to keep a hospital running smoothly.

Clinicians and healthcare teams can text, chat, private message, share files and images — or choose 

to keep private — all in a secure environment which won’t impact personal devices. Take a look at 

our Hospital Collaboration & Communications solution:

Secure clinical messaging 
User-friendly, simple and effective communications.

Olinqua’s messaging solution facilitates the secure exchange of text communications between all 

platform users, including automated notifications from incoming data, system events and workflows.

This enables staff to create closed and secure message groups for support and assistance from 

peers, along with the ability to create speciality team groups for specific wards, floors or cases.

Effective task management  
Remain connected across the patient care continuum.

Olinqua’s task management solution allows hospital managers to lead effectively through the live 

and collaborative allocation of operational and clinical tasks. Smart technology automates key status, 

responses and makes reporting simple to reduce overhead for individuals in their daily routines.

Secure and efficient media sharing and management 
Empowering clinicians to share and collaborate on the go. 

Olinqua’s media sharing capabilities allow for the secure storage and sharing of clinical images and 

documents. With collaborative access across teams, clinical communication is enabled and amplified.

Messaging Integration Engine: Powering a connected hospital workforce and environment 
Bridging clinical communication and collaboration gaps.

In order to deliver access to anywhere, anytime communications, through a single system, Olinqua 

has created an integrated and interoperable core clinical communications solution.
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We call this a Messaging Integration Engine — facilitating the exchange of data between systems 

in one hospital and/or across different hospitals.

Olinqua’s Messaging Integration Engine incorporates interrelated workflows and communication 

applications such as personal directories, nurse call and alert solutions, and mobile devices (including 

pagers) to automate the handling and dispatching of hospital messages and alerts.

The benefit of Olinqua’s Messaging Integration is far-reaching. Through this installation, hospitals 

can also access:

• Real-Time Location System for Facility 
Monitoring

• AI-supported Asset Tracking

• Critical Incident Management

• Mobile And Fixed Alarm Duress For Staff Safety


